What can you learn about
looking back?

Learning About Your Professional
Self By Looking Back

• Past mistakes. With the
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• Big Data. My desire to look back

Today I did something weird… I

randomly looked up an old blogger
site I maintained for a couple years
from 2004-2006. No matter what you do
to bribe me I will not send you the link,
unless you buy me coﬀee, ask me nicely,
give me Red Sox playoﬀ tickets,
buy me a new car. I spent more time on
it than I probably should have but it
reminded me of my life the last few years.
From a single man weary from 18
months in the Northeast to a husband
and father. I seemed to drift oﬀ, almost
daydreaming of little memories, brief
sparks of past history, reminding me of
a path long covered with dust. At 36 I
feel like I have lived a lifetime and it’s
good for me to occasionally go back to
see what was before me.
A little while ago my wife and I read the
StrengthsFinder book and took the test.
StrengthsFinder can provide the user a
fairly accurate portrait of their
personality. When used for leadership
positions, it can give colleagues or
managers a nice blueprint of someone. If
anyone has taken the test, you’ll
recognize this. Looking back for me is
healthy as I am strong in Context.

…understanding [Context] brings you
conﬁdence. No longer disoriented, you
make better decisions because you
sense the underlying structure. You
become a better partner because you
understand how your colleagues came
to be who they are. And
counterintuitively you become wiser
about the future because you saw its
seeds being sown in the past.
So, looking back at my old blog gave
me an idea of where I came. It
reinforced some positive decisions and
in some instances, made me cringe at
how naive I was.

amount of tasks we all have to
be responsible for, sometimes
small little mistakes can be
repeated if you don’t regularly
look back to see them.
probably answers why I’m
drawn to results of past data.
There are many articles on the
webs discussing big data and
why it’s important. Ensuring I
have a way to manage that
data is important, but it really
comes down to understanding
what has happened in a
particular time so I can make
the right decision in the future.

• Nostalgia. I wonder if this is

why I love those 80ʹs and 90ʹs
shows so much. It reminds me
of a simpler time, one without
as many responsibilities; when
we could look at things with a
child’s mind.

• Everything is connected. If

I’ve learned anything over time
is that our lives are all
connected to multiple points in
the past. It is easier to see
those connection points if you
understand their context.

• Understand the future.

Sometimes if you’re able to
fully understand what has
come from the past, future
decision, products, and events
make more sense. It can help
keep you grounded.
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